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We have learned that employees who are in the Annual Leave Program (ALP):  1) may not always receive a qualifying pay period while on Nonindustrial Disability Insurance (NDI) leave; and 2) do not "earn" holidays when supplementing their NDI benefit with available leave credits.  These unintended consequences were not contemplated for employees who elect annual leave.  We have reviewed the circumstances and have amended the program to ensure that employees are not adversely affected.
Under ALP, employees can replace up to 100 percent of their pay by supplementing the NDI benefit, which will replace 50 percent of pay with available leave credits or partial employment.  When a pay period consists of 22 working days, supplementation at 50 percent will give the employee a qualifying period for purposes of seniority, leave credit accrual, merit and special in-grade salary adjustments, and other related rights dependent on serving a qualifying pay period.  The reason for this is that the regulation that defines a qualifying pay period requires that a person serve 11 days.  When a pay period is based on 21 days, supplementation at 50 percent would only result in 10.5 days being needed to bring an employee up to 100 percent of salary replacement.  Therefore, an employee would not have been considered to have earned a qualifying pay period.
The other problem which has been identified with supplementation is associated with holidays.  Employees under annual leave who are on NDI do not receive holiday credits and must supplement holidays with available leave credits in order to keep their income replacement at the level at which they requested.
Since the ALP was meant to provide employees with enhanced NDI benefits and ensure employees were not disadvantaged in any way, the Department of Personnel Administration has reached agreement with the affected employee organizations to resolve these problems.  Regulations will be filed to provide excluded employees with the same remedy.
The agreements with Bargaining Units 5, 10, 12, 13, and 16, and the regulations for excluded employees will provide that:  1) employees who are under annual leave will earn a qualifying pay period if supplementing their NDI benefits for 10 days or more; 2) if a holiday falls during the period of supplementation, an employee will not have to charge the day against the leave supplementation amount; and 3) employees who supplement their NDI benefit at 75 percent will receive State service credits for seniority purposes and annual leave credit at essentially half the amount granted employees who supplement at 100 percent pay.  The bargaining agreements and the regulations will be effective July 1, 1994 and will apply to ALP participants who filed an NDI claim with supplementation on or after July 1, 1994.  A copy of the regulations which were filed ith the Secretary of State is attached.
Questions on this memorandum should be directed to Oscar A. Alarcon at (916) 324-0523, CALNET 454-0523 or by FAX at (916) 324-0524, CALNET 454-0524.  Questions about the ALP should be addressed to Vallita Lewis, Benefits Division, at (916) 322-0300, CALNET 492-0300 or by FAX at (916) 322-3769, CALNET 492-3769.

